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HUNTERS HAVE NEW ATTACHMENT OPTION WITH  
RT4 SERIES GEAR KEEPER® FEATURING CARABINER CLIP  

 
Custom Carabiner Keeps Everything From GPS Units to Knives Stored and “At the Ready” 

 
Every hunter knows having the right tools on-hand can make all the difference in the field.  While we’ll leave the discussion of 
which of your gear is the most important, Hammerhead Industries provides you the tools to ensure that gear is secure, and 
accessible when you need it.   To give you the options you need, the company now introduces the new RT4 Series Gear 
Keeper featuring a Carabiner Clip, a general mounting system designed so you can grab your gear, use it, and know it will 
retract back into place until you need it next. 
 
The new aluminum Carabiner has been custom designed by the company and is integrated into the mount.  The result is a 
shorter extension, allowing the hunter to keep items as close to the body as possible when stored.  This reduces gear rattling 
around and making for the most silent movement possible.  Perfect for items such as a compass, GPS unit or flashlight, the 
RT4 Series with Carabiner Clip comes in a variety of retraction force options and extension lengths for whatever you need to 
secure. 
 
The lightweight but extremely strong aluminum Carabiner has a wide opening for easy attachment to a large D-ring or belt 
loop.  Designed like other Gear Keeper products to be as durable as possible in some of the harshest environments 
imaginable, the RT4 Series’ retractable mount has a patented flushing system that clears sand and debris from the unit and is 
salt-water proof.  A patented Q/C Connector System  
provides for quick and easy connection/disconnection of gear. 
 
This mounting device is made tough because we know hunters crawl, jump and brush up against just about everything in  
the woods.  There is no need to “baby” this device which features a retractable line constructed of high tensile Spectra/Nylon  
coupled with stainless steel spring hardware all within a high-impact casing.   
 
The RT4 Series Gear Keeper with a Carabiner Clip comes in a variety of sizes to accommodate different size and weight  
gear.  The Model RT4-0040 has a retraction force of 3 oz. and extends to 36” ideal for lighter items.  Model RT4-0061 has a 
retraction force of 6 oz. and also extends to 36” perfect for a small light.  The RT4-0064 has retraction force of 9 oz. enough  
for a GPS unit and extends to 32”.  Finally, the brand new RT4-0065 has a retraction force of 16 oz. and extends to 22”. 
 
In addition to the Carabiner attachment, RT4 Series Gear Keeper general mount is also available in other mounting options 
including a threaded stud mount, a Velcro strap mount, and a heavy duty snap clip. 
 
The original Geer Keeper system was engineered specifically for SCUBA diving literally born out of a need to secure items  
in situations when hands are otherwise occupied.  Gear Keeper systems are now available in more than 3,000 configuration  
options and used in applications from hunting, fishing and hiking to law enforcement, military and trucking. 
 
For more information about the new RT4 Series Gear Keeper with Carabiner Clip, or other Gear Keeper Products contact 
Hammerhead Industries, Inc. at 1501 Goodyear Avenue, Ventura, CA 93003 • Phone: (805) 658-9922 • Fax: (805) 658-8833  
• Or visit www.gearkeeper.com.   
 

Visit the company on  for the latest product and company updates and a chance to win cool gear. 
 
Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 
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